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Coffin Bay area

Queensland is a long way away from the Eyre
Peninsula but it is where the winter warmth is, and,
after a frustrating and stifled couple of months, we
actually made some significant travel progress in
June! Finally! The journey from Streaky Bay to
Melbourne is over 750 nautical miles just via the
coast; if you incorporate all the ins and outs of
heading into and out of Port Lincoln and Coffin Bay
the distance increases. Had there not been a need to
stop in Melbourne for some minor repairs, our
progress would have been further still.
Our stops in Coffin Bay and Port Lincoln were all
too brief and we will happily return to both locations
for more exploring and relaxing. But we will do it in
summer. Winter is 1. cold, 2. windy, and 3. would
require constant moving around with the change in
wind direction and strength. There are also several
island groups on the western side of the Eyre
Peninsula and inside the Spencer Gulf that have
reputations of being lovely places to cruise that we
completely missed. Rumour has it that you need an
entire cruising season just dedicated to this area, so
our return will have to be planned well.
June was also a social month. Having only had the
occasional transient caravaner and a couple of the
‘official’ locals to socialise with in Ceduna, we found
ourselves this month picking up the habit of
afternoon tea, sundowners and dinners with boaties
again. Port Lincoln was particularly fruitful; with
interactions every day we were there. Thanks to the
help (and offers of help) from Icon, Fred (Fred’s
marina cruises), M&P from Sparks and Spanners, and
Chaya Jay. Also thanks to Highfarrlutin for the
warmth of a hotel room for a couple of evenings
(sorry to say Tiger had to stay on board in the cold).
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

Coffin Bay area

Heading into Port Lincoln marina

A distant view of Kangaroo Island
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Streaky Bay
1st June 2018. It was mid morning and
the wind was blowing around 18 knots
and after a short genoa assisted motor
south, the anchor was dropped (on a
lee shore) adjacent the Streaky Bay
jetty. The idea was to head to town for
lunch, do some shopping and then
come back for dinner at the pub – it
was Andrew’s birthday after all.
However, the wind was potent enough
to make the waves tall enough that
landing on the jetty steps (our usual
preferred spot) was going to get us
soaked. We headed for shore instead;
the complication being that there was
not much beach and with a full-ish
moon, the tide was due to get close to
the rock wall. We tied the tinnie off to
the steps leading to the beach from the
bow and the stern off to the jetty at an
angle – this would stop it from being
bashed into the hard surface of the wall
and hopefully keep it in the one place
to avoid the waves crashing over the
transom. We had lunch at the pub and
went shopping; the surf beach that
greeted us on our way back to Sengo
didn’t inspire us to come back for
dinner. We even picked up our long
awaited mail – it was essentially full of
junk – and not the credit cards we’d
been hoping for (ours had expired a
month ago!)
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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2nd June 2018. The tinnie engine was still having issues this
morning, mainly associated with the pull cord, and Andrew
ended up having another play with the carby again. By the
time this was done it was after 1200 and the aim was to load
four jerry cans into the tinnie, head across to the jetty (the
wind was mild and the steps were now an option) and head
to the bakery for lunch before getting diesel at the service
station behind the pub. However, our lovely fridge/freezer –
which had been not freezing (or rather had been thawing)
grabbed Andrew’s attention, so by the time he had fiddled
with the electrics and we had got ourselves to the jetty it was
getting very close to 1400. A couple of locals on the jetty
informed us that the bakery was no longer open (out of
season – I assume only because it is the weekend) and that
the fuel station we were heading to would be closed as well!
(I had noticed the town seemed very quiet when I got up this
morning). Our options were to head further up the road and
around the corner for more fuel or back to the Shell, where
we had got our fuel last time – although last time we’d had
private access to the water. In April we had discounted the
end of a side road that ends at the water as an access point
because the rocks looked too rough to land. Now we
reassessed this – and from Sengo we noted an old rusty
ladder leading into the bay. From the ladder there are some
rudimentary steps that lead up to the road. I am not sure of
the ownership of the steps as they are technically below the
house adjacent the road, but as the conditions were calm and
the tide large enough to get the tinnie alongside we used this
access point to load and unload the next load of fuel. Crystal
Voyager joined us for drinks after we’d decanted the fuel into
Sengo’s tanks.

Gorgeous Streaky Bay
resident

World record catch!: Shell
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Sailing into Coffin Bay

Toward southern latitudes
3rd – 4th June 2018. About half an hour before our departure from
Streaky Bay we had a true wind speed of 0.00. Just before departure
we had a true wind speed of 0.00. When the anchor came up a few
minutes later, the wind had increased - to all of 2.8 knots!
Although the overnight temperature hadn’t been as cold as it had
been in May we still didn’t manage to pull ourselves out of bed until
around 0800; the time I had originally hoped to leave! But as it was
going to be a long journey I wasn’t too fussed and just hoped the
timing evened out to a mid afternoon arrival at Coffin Bay when the
tide was expected to be at its highest and we would still have
enough comfortable light for a leisurely anchor further inland.
We said our farewells to Crystal Voyager around 1000 and motored
north. The 2.8 knots, whilst not strong was quite cold, but out of the
wind the sun was at a suitable temperature to start shedding the
outer layer of winter clothing. The trip across Streaky Bay was a
complete contrast to when we had come in, the light swell not
noticed until we were almost out of the bay and the skies were
essentially clear of clouds. Tiger enjoyed a modicum of sun in the
front cockpit until we turned south between Cape Bauer and Olive
Island. Despite the forecast for light winds for the next twenty-four
plus hours, the genoa went out as we turned the corner at 1330 and
an engine went off.
As is commonly the case, our intended destination was the result of
Plan A, B C and D. Our original hope when we headed south had
been to do day hops, even at this late stage in the season, but the
options for anchoring down the western side of the Eyre Peninsula,
depending on wind and swell direction (you can almost always
guarantee the swell is SW) are few and far between, so we had to
look at a few contingencies. There was a feisty northerly due in a
few days, a remnant of a nasty system that was going to hit WA,
and at first our plans were to jump from Streaky Bay to Sceale Bay,
then to Venus Bay for the blow, and then down to Coffin Bay. The
jump to Scaele was perfectly doable. The jump to Venus Bay had to
be timed well; apparently the entrance is very shallow and
extremely prone to swell. Inside is said to beautiful. The crossing
into the bay channel at Venus Bay according to the locals at Streaky
Bay, is essentially a bar crossing and based on local conditions an
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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extremely light swell is needed to
enter. The forecast 2-3 meters was
considered to be a big swell in this
area. So that option was now off
the table. But neither did we still
want to be at Streaky Bay (Eba
Island) for the next northerly. So it
came back to option D; an
overnight run to Coffin Bay,
another very shallow entrance to
the inner bays and a warning that
we might not want to leave.
The approach to Coffin Bay
surprised me. I was expecting sand
dunes, not small picturesque
mountains. The clouds danced
about,
creating
inviting
or
fascinating moods, fishermen on
tinnies were all about and we
tentatively headed toward the inner
bays and town.
Andrew checked the
engine before we
headed to Coffin Bay
– there was a fair bit
of weed in the water
filter!
Death
in
Coffin
Bay.
This poor tern met his maker in
Coffin Bay but we were
expecting him to fly away. He
had landed on Sengo three and
a half hours before we reached
our destination and we thought
he only wanted a rest. When he
headed for the gunwale I
thought he was about to leave
us. Unfortunately, he collapsed
soon after.
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Coffin Bay

June 2018

There is a 15 kilometre walk (‘Oyster Trail’) along
the waterfront (with a loop to the lookout at the
communications tower) that we traipsed part of.
The heathland and scrub held some bird life (the
largest of which was an emu) and a small kangaroo
was seen in the undergrowth.

Private jetties line some of the waterway to the
eastern part of town, most with gates, although
th
5 June 2018. We dragged ourselves out of bed for some are that old they are in ruins. The town jetty
the morning cuppa at around 0800. The idea was is high and long tie-ups are not encouraged (a
that after a leisurely breakfast we would take the notice stipulates drop off and pickup only).
tinnie’s depth sounder and make a reconnaissance We had landed on a small beach adjacent the town
into Kellidie Bay to see if we could shelter up at the jetty at a spot where the tide was out enough for
northern end to sit out the expected northerly me to place my feet in sinking squelching mud.
winds. However the depth sounder system was still The nearby toilet block didn’t have a tap to wash
having wiring issues so we headed to town instead. my feet but the bbq further toward the yacht club
There is not much at Coffin Bay township; a general has a tap in its vicinity
store (where we had an burger for an early lunch),
an eatery and info centre (brochures) adjacent the I would have liked a longer walk but we still had to
caravan park, a pizza joint (tucked up a side street work out what we were going to do with Sengo in
near the hall and home of the ‘famous oyster pie)’, a the impending weather. Where we were was just
pharmacy, post office and a pub (these three we that bit too far east of the headland for northerly
didn’t get to) and a couple of real estate agents. The shelter. So back at boat Andrew got the wiring on
butcher is now back at Port Lincoln. A fancy the depth sounder working and we did a tinnie
restaurant on the esplanade ‘Oyster Bar 1802’ is not reconnaissance in the area just to our west (a little
open Mondays so we didn’t get to indulge in local further toward Goat Island). We reset the anchor
oysters on the balcony admiring Sengo across the (where we wouldn’t obstruct two moored boats on
the northern side of the sandbank) a few minutes
water.
before sundown.
Bird list – grey currawong, New Holland
honeyeater, silver eye, black-faced cuckoo shrike,
wattle bird, silver gull, sooty oystercatcher, pied
oystercatcher, pacific gull, pelican, ? teal, emu,
variegated fairy wren.
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6th-7th June 2018. If you are relying on
bom.gov.au for a predicted wind forecast (the
accuracy of which is unknown at present) you
would be playing a game of chance to pinpoint
the predicted wind speed where we were
anchored, as we seemed to be anchored just
where two different pixels on the screen
constantly meet in with (vastly) different wind
speeds. Wednesday (6th June) was mostly grey,
the sun poking its head through the clouds on
one or two rare occasions. Thursday was greyer,
but not as wet as expected with only a slight
shower experienced overnight and in the early
morning. For a forecast that was predicted as a
90 percent chance of rain, I was a bit
disappointed. Yes, we technically got rain but I
was hoping for a bit more to clean the decks and
wash the salt out of the spinnaker lines before I
put them away. It seems like a lifetime but a
year ago (7th June 2017) we sailed out of Darwin
(with Blessing) to head to the Kimberley; one
year ago in smoother waters …and much
warmer temperatures!

Oyster boat

© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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8th June 2018. It was drizzling when we got up and it
drizzled all day, occasionally upgrading to light then
medium rain. The outlook was grey in all various
shades and the sun didn’t rise - and nor did it set. The
wind however had abated as it was predicted to, but
the day’s plans were scuttled. The plan had been to
head across to shore and either walk to the old Oyster
Town (the settlement of the original oyster farmers
who managed to essentially wipe out the local oyster!)
or in the opposite direction to the other end of the
‘Oyster Trail’. Depending on the timing we were
either going to indulge ourselves in lunch at ‘1802’ or
pop over the to the yacht club for dinner. We nearly
made the dinner date – it was pitch black and cold but
we almost stepped off boat…. until the drizzle came
down again. Somewhere in all of this we were going
to pop into the General Store for a top up of supplies.
None of this happened. Instead, a fair bit of reading,
sewing and baking occurred. Oh – and trying to keep
warm.
9th – 10th June. The morning was somewhat overcast
but clear of precipitation and we readied ourselves at
a respectable pace for the next sail. Well, because of
the timing of the winds, we actually expected it to be
a motor; it turned out to be a bit of both.
We couldn’t leave too early; we had to time the tide.
A local had suggested the channel to the north of
Goat Island was deeper than that to the south and
even waiting a while for the tide to come in we just
made it over the sand bank adjacent the port lateral
mark. Tide height at the top end of the channel was
also important. We had read 0.5m under out keel on
the way in at 0.9 meters in the tidal range – today’s
range was a maximum of 0.94. Being Saturday the
boat ramp was busy and we were passed by several
fishing tinnies on their way out to the wider waters
of Coffin Bay bay. Most waved. One ‘tool’ (at 1200)
decided he would ‘moon’ us as he passed – I wasn’t
quick enough with the camera (for the record, it
wouldn’t have been publishable) and he decided on
a second run at 1300 when we were further out. No
mooning this time - just a
buzz. On the first sighting I
distinctly noted two of the
crew having jumpers that
resembled the old Footscray
AFL jerseys. The second time These jokers like
exposing themselves!
I got a photo.
6
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while; the wind for the next week
was not promising, and the swell
even less so.

From Coffin Bay township foreshore on a sunny day

Mount Dutton Bay as we were leaving.

The view towards Mt Dutton as we motored past Mt Dutton Bay
was not as pretty as it had been on the way in; today there was less
blue sky, but it was just as inspiring. Because our plan today had
originally been to motor up to its end and then go ashore to the
Woolshed Museum/galley/cafe, I was a bit disappointed at having
to leave it behind. The scenery looks dramatic though and perhaps
next time we can spend some time in this bay.
Surprisingly, as we were motoring out the channel, I noticed
another catamaran coming towards us. This was our neighbour in
Denial Bay (the one we never quite caught up with) and I thought it
might have been social if we’d stuck around. However, if we didn’t
take this opportunity to head south we were destined to be stuck a
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

I had been prepared to put the
main up and hold it in light winds
but Andrew wasn’t willing to
have it flap around. We had
timed the exit well, heading past
the top end of the channel two
minutes past high tide, but the
wind, as little strength as there
was, was behind us. In fact, it
wasn’t until on dusk that we had
enough wind to play with,
initially in slightly the wrong
direction but after a few tacks we
got our line. Overnight was
mixed; a bit of motor sailing, but
more straight sailing than I’d
expected.
Initially
Sunday’s
predicted
wind
had
been
adequate and the swell on the
lighter side. We left Saturday
because Sunday’s predicted winds
were now stronger than preferred.
The swell hadn’t changed so it
got lighter overnight – thankfully.
I didn’t get seasick – just the
occasional feeing of being slightly
woozy. Tiger lost a little of his
dinner, but generally it was a
good trip.
It was around dawn when we
turned north toward Port Lincoln
avoiding Thorny Passage and
instead sailed around Thistle
Island, increasing our distance
but also increasing our comfort
level. The obstacles to avoid once
you get near Cape Donnington
include
a
small
island
(Donnington Reef), and king fish
and oyster farms. The wind was
blowing a mild north easterly (up
to 15 knots) but we were too tired
to consider heading to the
marina. The anchor was down in
Proper Bay just after lunch.
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Port Lincoln
Port
Lincoln was named by
Mathew
Flinders
after
Lincolnshire in England. It is a
major grain port but ironically the
commodity it is best known for,
fish, if it is not being processed in
town, is usually trucked to
Adelaide/Melbourne
for
exporting. Unless, of course, the
buyer is Japan. The Japanese have
their own ships, with their own
inspectors and they purchase an
awful lot of it.
In tourist circles Port Lincoln is
famous for its shark cage diving
and tourists come from around the
world to get up close and personal
with a Great White Shark. But
something is affecting the ocean
ecosystems and this season there
are comparatively few sharks
around; and that has the local
operators concerned. We didn’t go
shark cage diving, although
Andrew has always threatened to
do so. Winter is apparently when
there are more sharks around
(except, as noted above, this year)
but the water is far too cold for his
liking. One shark tourist boat has
a semisubmersible sub that you
can sit in and get up close without
getting wet! They advertise it as
‘wine and dine with the great
white sharks’. Perhaps that’s the
way to do it.
The locals are incredibly friendly
with strangers, often offering to
help out or drive you around to
get supplies. We hired a car so this
help
wasn’t
needed
but
camaraderie like this always puts
a smile on our faces. We even got
an invite to dinner!
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

‘Got to love a lee shore –
with rocks!
11th June 2018. Weather
forecasts change – as they are
prone to do – and several
changes were concerning us.
Firstly the red off shore
predictions (30-35 knots) had
come further north – enough to
potentially touch us directly in
Proper Bay. Not only that, the
more intense red (35-45 knots)
was hot on its heels and location
of pixels on the computer screen
predicted a possible brush with
it as well.

It was blowing around 10 knots
when we got up, and having
looked again at the predictions
and the fact they’d increased we
pondered moving to the bottom
corner of the bay. The northerly
aspect of the wind was
(apparently) going to disappear.
Well, if we were going to move
anyway, the discussion ensued
as to ‘why don’t we head to
town’; not protected from
north, somewhat protected
from north west, definitely
protected from south west and
it also looked like it wasn’t
going to get as much wind.

When we started to lift the
anchor the wind gauge read 14
knots. As the anchor was up it
read 20 and the numbers got
bigger. At one stage it was
reading 30 knots. To make
matters a tad more stressful it
was now raining as well. Not
knowing if this was a gust or
the forecast had settled in early
The predicted drop for after this we turned around.
blow (which was originally only
short anyway), where I had Of course now the issue was to
thought we might get a chance find a sand patch in the dark
to anchor off town and do some (thick grey clouds hovered
shopping and then either, if the above us) and in the rain. By
wind was in our favour, get to some remarkable chance there
the marina, or make a decision was a patch of blue sky in the
to stand or retreat, was now distance that happened to arrive
over our anchoring spot just as
almost non existent
we did. Having dressed up in
Where we were anchored after wet weather gear for the first
our 28 hour overnight sail from time in years, I found I didn’t
Coffin Bay gave us a 2 nautical need it. The anchor was set
mile fetch from the north east - with a slightly shorter rode than
the winds we had been getting we would have preferred – we
when we came in – and a 2 would extend it later if
nautical mile fetch to the south necessary when the wind
west – the winds we were direction changed – for the
expecting to come in overnight. moment our lee shore was a
Was 2 nautical miles too much nearby rocky cliff!
for comfort ? – we were yet to
find out.
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Memorial to Matthew Flinders
and his cat Trim

12th June 2018. It was meant to be blowing 15-20 knots, however,
and after the 46 plus knots overnight, we were stunned/surprised
to see our gauges indicating the wind was blowing only around
the 10 knot mark. We lifted the anchor, the residual on it a small
patch of shaley conglomerate light-coloured mud, and motored to
the marina.
Having been contacted via www.purringaong.com.au by a local
(who was quite concerned where we were overnight), we now
had a local contact. And he had a contact for some of the marina
pens. One t-head suited us perfectly and the weather played ball.
The wind speed on the way over dropped from 10 to 9 to 8 to 6
knots. Icon helped with the tie-up but we spent some time easing
Sengo closer to the (blow off) dock.
We delayed hiring a car for a couple of days – the tuna buyers
were in town and all the hire cars from the usual suspects were
booked out. Even the local ‘Sparks and Spanners’ who hires out a
fleet of second hand cars had all but one vehicle out on hire. The
vehicle we could have hired that day was a Prado – way over the
top for what we needed. The weather wasn’t due to abate for
around a week so we were happy to wait two days to get the
cheapest car in their feet. But in the meantime we were out of
food so we took a taxi into town.
In good weather you can anchor off town, which is much more
convenient (and clearly cheaper), but it is winter and good
weather is rare – and it was helpful for us to have access to the
dock to get Tiger to the vet (the length of his claws were
becoming beyond a joke). The taxi ride is short – in summer you
could walk – or ride bikes - but the week’s forecast promised
inclement weather and frequent showers, and this day was no
exception. We picked up our mail – which included the long
awaited credit cards – and the charger for the computer, visited
the Info Centre (where we unusually booked into a full day tour
for the next day) and hooked up with Highfarrlutin. The rest of
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

Trim

Statue of local legend on the
foreshore: Makyabe Diva

the afternoon was taken up with a
stroll along the foreshore, a cuppa
at ‘The Rogue and Rascal’, and a
bit of food shopping (after all,
that is what we’d come into town
for), before enjoying the rest of
evening in Highfarrlutin’s hotel
room, with a lovely warm heater
and a very warm (long) shower.
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One Day Port Lincoln Day Tour
13th June 2018. Paying for a commercial tour is something we just
don’t normally do. 1. They are expensive. 2. If we hire a car we can
usually get to the same places and we are not rushed to move on.
The downside is you don’t get a guide – although I do tend to read a
lot before visiting somewhere new.
However, a full day tour with morning tea and lunch for $99
seemed good value especially as we didn’t know how long we were
going to be here. Of course our plan had always been to spend some
time in Port Lincoln, but that was on the premise it was slightly
warmer, not because we were stuck in winter because of the
weather.
The day starts before 0800 and finishes around 1700. The trip covers
around 220 kilometers taking in highlights both south and north of
town, so it is not a slow ride. You get to see the country side, and in
our case feel the icy cold winds, heading down to the bottom of the
Eyre Peninsula into the National Park and along Whalers Way, and
then a bit north of the city for a bit of wine tasting. Lunch is
included (todays menu was fish and chips) and you end the day on
the Winter Hill Lookout where you can (depending on the
atmospheric conditions) look across to all the directions you have
visited during the day. You visit where Matthew Finders found
water, stand on top of cliffs at some completely inhospitable
coastline (which we had sailed past at night), wander around the
historic cottage on an ex sheep farm (now open to camping) –
looking for some very cute (if not well-inbred) koalas, and indulge in
a taste at two of the area’s three wineries (one incudes an animal
farm). See www.xploreeyre.com.au. The evening was spent back in
the warmth of Highfarrlutin’s hotel room
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Boston Bay Winery

Boston Bay Winery

Winter Hill lookout

Winter Hill lookout

© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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14th – 18th June 2018. We picked up our car on the 14th
June and in some respects didn’t utilise it to its best
effect – if it had been summer perhaps we would have
been more enthused, but we ticked the main boxes –
food shopping (restocking the larder which was about
as base as you’d ever want it), and a visit to the vet
(Tiger’s claw clipping and a basic check up). We did
however get a quick sightseeing trip to Tumby Bay
and Port Neill. We also managed a jerry can run for
fuel (but that was in a swapped vehicle – the jerry cans
were in the back of a ute. The fuel dock near the
marinas only takes Barclay card – the same card you
would have to have had for a fuel truck delivery on
the dock in Denham in Shark Bay, WA). I had
planned a trip back to Stamford Hill for a walk on the
18th (we’d had morning tea at the car park of the
adjacent beach on the day tour) but the afternoon was
that cold that we tottered off to catch up with Chaya
Jay instead.
The 19th June was mainly a baking day. One lot of
soup (3 meals), one beef casserole in the thermal
cooker (3 meals), two lots of muesli bars, one loaf of
bread (2 lunches) and along with an extra load of
yoghurt, four lots of breakfasts. We checked the
quantity of all the other sundry stuff in the cupboards
to ensure there was enough food for at least the next
few days.

June 2018

carryall behind the helm
seat, and a cheap new
bed for Tiger (synthetic
fleecy sides to keep him
warm). We also topped
up the gas bottle,
checked out the second
hand book store (great
looking shop – however
the books are not catalogued so customers will
need time to peruse), and got the rod tips on a
couple of fishing rods fixed. For the final fresh
food shop I used the fruit and vegie shop and
the two butchers at the marina end of town
instead
of
the
three
supermarkets
(IGA/Woolworths/Coles).
Tiger’s new bed

This is a Marsh Anchor – locally
designed in Port Lincoln and just about
every boat here has one. The substrate
on the ocean floor around this area is
mostly covered in weed and you can see
how this design would penetrate
straight through it. Apparently the
original designer/owner sold the
business and the new owner sent it
close to bankrupt. There is apparently
now a third owner who is back
manufacturing these anchors – available
in various sizes.

You know it is cold when the local shop attendants
are wearing beanies – inside! We made a final
shopping run to town (in between cooking bouts)
picking up cheap thermal leggings at Kmart (because
my good ones were buried somewhere. Andrew was
wearing his hiking thermals), a replacement for our
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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The Axel Stenross Maritime Museum
The Axel Stenross Maritime Museum is a terrific little museum and
of course we didn’t spend enough time here (I would have taken
hours to read everything). Whilst it is, as is usual in these smaller
museums, run by volunteers, it is packed full of information. A lot
of the information is in the older style, and there are a lot of
newspaper articles on the walls to tell the story – BUT –they are
accessible – you can stand right next to them (as opposed to being
in cabinets where you cant read them as in other places we’ve been
to). Some interps has been updated to more modern styles, and
there is even a couple of electronic pedestals (the first we have seen
working in such a facility). Different rooms have different themes
and the first area you visit shows films on the local fishing industry
and background history on Axel Stenross.
Axel Stenross came to Port Lincoln on a trading ship, paid out his
commission and stayed to become Port Lincoln’s primary boat
builder. Part of the museum building was Axel’s living quarters
(that was towed by boat from his original site to the current one).
His personal story is touching – he left behind a fiancé in Finland
and wrote to her to break off the engagement because he felt he
couldn’t provide her with a future. She never married and he only
married after she had died.
I generally judge a museum on its character and what it has to work
with – but I am aware I am a bit critical on the way the information
is presented. This little museum has a real mix of styles -old and
new - and for what it is I think it is a terrific little museum. (Yes, I
know I repeated that!)
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Tumby Bay and Port Neill

How much is that doggy on the
pavement?

One of the two hotels in Tumby Bay
Our day trip to Tumby Bay and Port Neill was originally going to

Mural, Tumby Bay

be a trip to the Smithy Museum at Koppio (inland) but after
discussing several options – and not knowing whether we could
take the car on dirt roads, we ended up sticking to the bitumen and
visiting the coast instead. Tumby Bay is a popular holiday spot,
although being winter, the tourist numbers around town were
sparse. The town has an expanding canal housing estate which
looks like it is impeding further into the wetlands and mangroves.
Mural, Tumby Bay
To protect some of this area there is the Tumby Bay Mangrove
Boardwalk (all 750 meters of it) with an associated information
shelter. The panels in the information shelter cover birdlife, plant life, fish, habitat and communities.
Around town there are interpretive signs for several historic buildings (I assume there is a heritage walk
(the town has lots of lovely old stone buildings), we didn’t’ investigate). The ‘town centre’ has two
hotels, an independent grocer, hardware store, pharmacy, newsagency and library. There are also several
smaller businesses (including a few empty shops where some haven’t survived) and an op shop. Murals
have also come to Tumby Bay and there are nine marked on a map. We didn’t see all of them, and we
didn’t like all that we had seen but a few were very good.
We headed to Port Neill for lunch. This is a tiny spot; general store, fuel stop and one hotel. The place
seemed dead but apparently the local footy match was an away game; if it had been home the hotel
would have been packed. Apparently a couple of days before our arrival two whales (a mother and calf)
had been seen off the jetty. There is a walk being developed at the northern end of town with a similar
shelter to the one at Tumby Bay; the interps highlights local birds, animals and habitat communities.
The Tumby Bay Mangrove
Boardwalk highlights the
Grey Mangrove - the only
mangrove found in South
Australia
–
and
its
importance
in
the
ecosystem. The Tumby
Bay mangrove population
is
the
southernmost
occurrence on the Eyre
Peninsula.
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Another Bight Crossing…
Well, not quite, but almost as far. Port Lincoln to Port Phillip Bay
20th – 24th June 2018. We dropped our recyclables off to the council
depot (there is a facility that gives you money for bottles and cans
but I couldn’t be bothered finding it) and returned the car. The
wind was mild with a slight blow on before we left to return the
car. It was still mild but with a slight blow off when we were
dropped back to the marina. Getting off dock almost went without
a hitch; somehow one of the two lines holding Sengo on managed
to tie itself around the pointy bit of the cleat as I was pulling it
aboard. A scream (from me) and a yank did the job….I wouldn’t
have liked to count my heart beat at that time though. Andrew
turned Sengo around and we exited the marina area; avoiding the
electric tourist boat (Fred’s Marina Cruises) and an incoming fishing
boat before we emerged into the harbour.
Sails were up at about Cape Donnington (around 6 nautical miles
from the marina) but it was a motor sail on and off overnight; time
lost because of tacking into awkward wind angles early in the
journey made up with stronger winds when they were there, or
direct runs under motor when they were not.
The passage planning for leaving Port Lincoln went something like
this. First we looked for a window to sail to Kangaroo Island – it
was always going to be an overnight sail. Then we looked for a
window to get us to Cape Jaffa or Robe (both of which may have
had issues if we had stopped there). Then maybe we could stretch
ourselves and look for a three-day window to get to Portland (a
place we were looking forward to dropping into and catching up
with the small but very friendly yacht club visited in January 2017
by road). Then, as the weather window got bigger, we decided
perhaps Melbourne might be a possibility – the top of Port Phillip
Bay approx. 600 nautical miles from Port Lincoln; about as far as
we had travelled across the Great Australian Bight…and then the
opportunity got bigger still -a weather window presented itself long
enough to get through Bass Strait as well, around Gabo Island and
up into Eden. We would have been motoring at the end of this and
we would definitely have had to stop at Eden because we didn’t
have enough food, but it would have been a great run.
However, we weren’t quite able to take the full advantage of the
developing High System. We ended up stopping in Melbourne due
to a few minor issues that needed fixing before we continued our
journey. We had started out with the water maker pump engine
having ‘kicked the bucket’. By night two our top batten on the

square top main had broken (and
unfortunately by the end of the trip
had put a hole through the sail). By
the start of night four I had a
twisted a genoa car (an overnight
single handed tack gone wrong) and
by the end of night four a reefing
line had snapped and then taken out
the jack stays. Of course the last
three incidents had happened in the
dark. There was not much we could
do about the twisted car but the
other two incidents had to be dealt
with before we stopped, couldn’t be
death with in the dark and meant
that Andrew’s instructions to me as
we changed shift were ‘what ever
you do, don’t’ tack!’ Good in theory
but as the wind was changing
direction it meant we may have
been heading for Flinders Island
instead of Port Phillip Bay if I
didn’t mitigate the situation and put
an engine on so we could keep
going in the right direction. It also
meant slowing down. We were late
for slack tide and had a 2-3 meter
swell coming across the bar (which
was an improvement on the
variable 3-5 meter to 1 meter fickle
swell we’d been traveling through
for the previous 24 hours).
Fortunately the outgoing tide
wasn’t too strong and the wind was
behind us. We battled past the Point
Lonsdale lighthouse at all of 2.8
knots (last time we headed through
the heads was in 2015 and we
motored in pea soup fog) and
picked up a mooring at Sorrento for
a good rest (I note that RooBinEsque
dropped the longer rated mooring
for us – bless their cotton socks!).

Use 102 for a spinnaker line. Fortunately the jackstay had
snapped just near the joins anyway so Andrew’s temporary fix
was to tie the bottom two sections back together and use the
spinnaker line to tension them up - so we could actually drop the
mainsail!
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Marooned in Melbourne
Back in Home Port …..
25th – 30th June 2018. Home Port is a bit of a misnomer as we
now call ourselves ‘Australians’, but we hail from ‘Melbourne’
and Sengo is registered here. This interlude was never going to be
a social occasion, although Andrew did notify the masses that we
had actually just completed our first circumnavigation of the
Australian mainland and anyone that contacted us immediately
after that got slotted in to our calendar, in between all the
necessary maintenance that we had actually stopped for, of
course. Murphy’s law meant that the rest of the month presented
us with fine weather, perfect for sailing or exploring, just when
we didn’t need it.
The 25th June was mostly a day of rest
and getting back to normal - long sails
always take a toll on our sleep cycles
even when they are well managed. The
highlight of the day was a morning
visit by RooBinEsque who came over
for a cuppa and a chat. It was great to
catch up with this boat – the last time
we
saw
them
was
in
far
FarNorthQueensland - in October

The arrival onto Royal Brighton
Yacht Club jetty was smooth –
thankfully there was little wind –
and Dom who was standing in for
the Marina manager was on hand
to help us – and cope with my
slightly tense arrival. The dock is a
long way from shore but a golf
buggy trip back was a delightful
way to reach the club house.
We have been welcomed into the
previous few harbours and bays by
groups of dolphins. This morning
our journey was escorted by seals
and penguins.

Sorrento morning
Sorrento afternoon

2016!
On 26th June we headed to the Royal
Brighton Yacht Club. It was a smooth
motor – there was no question of
sailing –our spinnaker halyard was still
encompassed as part of the jackstay
rigging. The morning wasn’t as foggy
as the previous one but the fog did
come in and the view remained opaque
for most of the trip. Even when we got
to Brighton, the outlook of the
Melbourne skyline was shaded in a
hazy blue. We allowed Tiger out for
the third time ever whilst we were
moving – the sea was that flat – and
he promptly took pride of place on
the helm station chair – it was in the
sun after all. A pity I couldn’t leave
the navigation to him – he was facing
the wrong way!

© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au

We had a busy 27th June. A
professional turned up to remove
our ‘not so happy’ water maker
motor mid morning. Just as he left
we headed for the club house to
catch up with ex Scaramouch and
then just as they left we caught up
Toward Brighton

Royal Brighton Yacht Club
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with Andrew’s old skipper for
lunch. After this it was a trip to
the chandlery to sort out how to
deal with the twisted car before
we headed back to boat to
remove the remainder of the
broken sail batten (to discover it
had put a hole right through the
sail) and measure what length
we might need for a new one.
Eventually Andrew got around
to repairing the jackstay (I had to
send him up the mast with the
bosun’s chair to retrieve the
line). After that, it was too cold
to do anything else.
28th June 2018. After discussion
at the chandlery it was deemed
that extracting the car off the
boat so we could positively
identify it would stop us ordering
the wrong part, and we
discovered this to be easier than
we thought (it depends which
end of the rail you try to undo
the bolts from). As it turned out,
the chandler offered to try and
bash it back into shape, rather
than us buy a new one so we
were willing to give it a go. We
then headed off to a sail maker
in Port Melbourne who had
something
approximately
suitable for a replacement batten
(oblique rather than a round rod
so it will have to be shaped at
one end) but we discovered it too
long for the car we had hired. It
was going to have to be
delivered.

The batten is longer than the
internals of the car
© Trish Ebert purringalong.com.au
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Finding ourselves near Melbourne city (after getting a light bulb
replaced at ‘Rent-a-Bomb’ in South Melbourne) we did a run to
Whitworths for some new sheets before heading back to Brighton
to freshen up for a dinner date in Croydon. Having not driven
around the streets of greater Melbourne for some time we actually
had to work out how to get there (We are Melbournians but our
navigation skills are somewhat different these days). A quick stop
at Chirnside Shopping Centre facilitated the purchase of a cheap
fan heater – and we very much looked forward to utilising it.
29th June 2018. At 2230 when we returned to Sengo from dinner in
Warrandyte, our wind gauges were showing up to 35 knots. It was
cold and we had ‘frozen’ in the short time it took to walk from the
car park to the end of the 4th Arm. The morning had been blowing
10-15 knots – too strong for our original plans of replacing the
genoa lines– and as we had left Sengo for the days’ outing around
1130 we didn’t know how the wind had progressed until we arrived
back in the cold and the dark. The view to the city was clear and
spectacular – as night scenes tend to be – for the first time since
we’d arrived – but it was far too cold for me to go and try to take a
photo. We had spent the afternoon checking out the extension to
Eastland Shopping Centre in Ringwood (bigger and fancier now)
and had then attempted to meet the new manager of the Smiths
Gully General Store (as we rely on her to periodically send us our
mail). She wasn’t at work but we did briefly catch up with a few
old Smiths Gully friends. (We will organise a larger catch-up with
the entire Smiths Gully mob when we return over summer).
The last day of June was cold and windy - and raining when I
moved the car around 0800. The new heater was on, and I slept
until midday as I had a sore throat and it was possible I was
coming down with a bug. We deemed it a good day to stay
indoors and we did as little as possible.
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